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About

We are a leading UK participatory theatre
company. Our work exists to engage
those least engaged in arts and cultural
activity. We produce multisensory,
accessible and inclusive touring theatre
and outreach arts activities locally,
nationally and internationally.

Mission

We make participatory theatre that enables diverse
voiceless communities and individuals to share and
celebrate their untold stories; transforming lives and
challenging prejudice.

Vision

A society where everyone can engage with the arts
to have their voices heard.
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Aims
► A ssert Spare Tyre as a pioneering, provocative and

innovative participatory theatre company

► N urture people’s creative impulse leading to personal

and political fulfilment

► R espond with care to the changing needs of

communities, ensuring good practice

► P rovide arts management training, support and

mentoring

► B uild partnerships in different sectors
► Facilitate people’s experiences to be explored

and validated
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“Spare Tyre has fearlessly
explored difficult territory,
ahead of these issues being
talked about more widely in
mainstream discourse.”
Elizabeth Lynch, Arts Consultant
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Year at a glance
Worked with
1,071 individual
participants   of which
809 identified as disabled,
and 345 were from Black,
Asian and Minority Ethnic
(BAME) backgrounds

75%
disabled
Delivered 8
Taking Part
projects
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32%
BAME

Provided
1,985
opportunities for
participation

Reached
3,461 live
audience members,
of which 2,943 attended
artistic products and 186
saw talks or lectures
where we shared
our practice

Toured
2 shows
nationally to arts
and community
venues for 9
weeks

Provided 5
development
or training
opportunities for
professional
artists

Undertook a
major cultural
heritage project,
ST40, supported by
National Lottery
Heritage Fund

Contracted 33
freelance staff of
whom 24% were from
BAME backgrounds
and 27% identified as
disabled
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Our Highlights from 2018/19
ST40: A fantastic way to mark 40 years of
producing pioneering theatre with groups
who are often found under-represented on
stage and an opportunity for us to examine
our role within the wider participatory arts
movement. This cultural heritage project
was supported by the National Lottery
Heritage Fund, and with their funding we
can preserve and share our unique history
and the journey of our evolution. Read
more on page 17.
The Moving Play: In our role as Lead
Artists in Bush Theatre’s Community
Associate Companies scheme we
collaborated with This New Ground,
a collective of learning disabled artists,
to create a new piece of theatre whilst
building their skills and confidence.
Associate Artists Jo Paul and Victor Rios
joined us to deliver this project. Read more
on page 19.
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The Garden for learning disabled adults
embarked on a 3-week nationwide tour
in autumn 2018. Arran Glass, Housni
Hassan (DJ) and our Associate Artist
Yolande Bramble-Carter performed in the
show. We received fantastic feedback from
the 4 partner organisations we worked
with. Read more on page 15.
My Words, My Voice, My Sound: We
continued our relationship with Solace
Women’s Aid, an organisation working
to end violence against women and girls,
by embarking on a new audio project.
Recording stories written and spoken
by participants, we recognised the longlasting effect in improving confidence and
empowering the women who took part.
Lead artist Emma Parish worked on this
project alongside our Associate Artists
Yolande Bramble-Carter and Fililpe
Sousa. Read more on page 19.

New Diorama Theatre (NDT): We
completed our final year as their associate
ensemble, which has enabled us to have
a platform in the heart of London. Our
highlights have included showcasing our
artist-led shows Nights at the Circus, The
Promise and A Tree Without Leaves,
raising the profile of The Garden and
SAFE, and celebrating our 40th birthday.
Thank you NDT!
Arts Council England Catalyst
funding enabled us to undertake a full
organisational review to ensure our
continuation in sustainable practice
and operations. This included a review
undertaken by an external consultant
with stakeholders, a review of company
structure, IT systems and policy upgrades.
We also began the process of a managed
transition from our longstanding Artistic
Director/CEO Arti Prashar to new
leadership of the organisation. Arti has
been with Spare Tyre for 19 years and has
led the company for the past 13 years.
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Strategic Goals 2017-2020
► Be the go-to organisation for participatory theatre
► Celebrate Spare Tyre’s 40-year history
► Continue to make bold and powerful

new theatre

► Maintain financial stability   
► Continue to build skills in the creative

sector workforce

► Continue to build our

reputation nationally and
internationally
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The year ahead 2019/2020
►N
 ights at the Circus, directed by our Associate Artist Fauve Alice and

co-devised with learning disabled artists, will be presented at Edinburgh
Festival Fringe at ZOO Playground

► S T40 will continue to be shared with academic audiences and peers in the
participatory arts sector, nationally and internationally

► T ogether enters its third year; we will continue sharing our expertise at

Haynes Dementia Hub, working closely with lead partner Jacksons Lane

► L ove Unspoken, a new production directed by Arti Prashar and the third in

our dementia arts trilogy of shows, will debut in October 2019 in association
with Queens Theatre Hornchurch

►W
 ith funding from The Baring Foundation we embark on research into the
stigma around dementia present in BAME communities, focusing on south
Asian diaspora

► F ollowing the departure of Arti Prashar as she steps down as Artistic Director/
CEO, we will welcome new leadership of the organisation
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A message from our Artistic Director/CEO
It’s always a joy to review our 12 months; looking back to when a project was
conceived, how we found the funding and partners to make it happen, the
impact our work has had on so many different people, the fun of working with
artists and like-minded people in a range of sectors.

I’d like to take this opportunity to thank
all the amazing artists, administrators,
and participants that have co-created
with me over the past 19 years. I
thank our funders for believing in our
methods and trusting us to deliver – as
we all know a good arts project grows
organically and needs to be responsive
if it is to be effective.

I am very proud to be leaving a small
arts charity with a legacy of groundbreaking and pioneering arts projects
in such a healthy financial state and
with an enhanced reputation within the This will be my last message as Spare
community and participatory arts sector. Tyre’s Artistic Director/CEO but I am so
looking forward to making the final piece
If you haven’t done so already do check
out our ST40 page on our website – our in the dementia trilogy, Love Unspoken,
which opens at Queens Theatre
cultural history is important. Certainly
Hornchurch 2 – 5 October 2019.
ST’s journey is very clearly linked to
social and political movements over
the last 40 years.

It just remains for me to warmly
welcome Rebecca Manson Jones as our
new Artistic Director/Joint CEO. Watch
this space!
Arti Prashar
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A message from our Chair
This year has been one of transition and change for the Spare Tyre board,
as we wish Arti Prashar the very best for her next chapter and give a warm
welcome to Rebecca Manson Jones who will be taking up the role of Artistic
Director/Joint CEO.
In many ways change is something we
are continually responding to in the arts
sector – especially in a company such
as ours, which always seeks to be at the
leading edge of participatory practice.
We’re excited about the next phase, the
opportunities it will bring, and what we
can achieve together in line with our
core mission: to create theatre without
prejudice.

Increasingly, I believe collaboration
is one of the hallmarks of what we
do at Spare Tyre, and this year has
demonstrated that, as we’ve continued
to forge partnerships with new
communities, spaces and venues. Of
course, none of it would be possible
without the support of our funders,
our many diverse partners and the
participants who bring it all to life.

This year I would like to pay particular
tribute to the staff team and our
Associate Artists for rising to the
challenge of change and creating a truly
vibrant programme of work.

Thank you, and we look forward to more
exciting collaborations in the year ahead.
Michelle Smith
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Creating Inclusive Theatre
Creating inclusive theatre is vital in reaching those least engaged in the arts. By
being responsive and flexible in our use of multi-art forms, we create powerful
theatre for hard-to-reach individuals and communities.  

The Garden
For people living with dementias
1 in 3 people aged over 65 will get
dementia (Alzheimer’s Society), yet
traditional shows are not tailored for
this audience. For over 8 years we have
created theatre specifically for people
living with dementias because we have
seen the impact that engaging with art
can have on improving their wellbeing.
The Garden is our flagship show; taking
the audience on a journey through the
seasons this non-verbal, multisensory
performance is designed specifically
for an audience of people living with
dementias.
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Demand for the show has increased
since we began touring, and we have
used this opportunity strategically
to reach out to BAME and rural
communities nationwide, where there is
particular need for this work.

In 2018/19:

►W
 e delivered 44 performances

reaching 438 older people living
with dementias. 111 people living
with dementias and 53 carers were
from BAME communities

► 2 0% of performances were in arts
settings

► 8 0% were in professional care
Alongside shows we provide carer
settings such as residential/day
training sessions to demonstrate
care centres and hospitals
methods of non-verbal communication,
improve confidence, and inspire carers to
use a creative approach in their everyday
Through our Spring 2019 tour of The
activities.
Garden we developed relationships
with Creative Arts East, The Spring
Arts & Heritage Centre, Leeds
Playhouse, and Touchstone BME
Dementia Service.

“I feel transformed”

For learning disabled adults

The Garden audience member

Over 1.5 million of the UK population
have a learning disability. A quarter (24%)
of disabled people have experienced
attitudes or behaviours where other
people expected less of them because of
their disability (Scope).

“One care home brought a patient
that was very new to them and
hadn’t yet spoken to her care
workers. The performance changed
this and she started talking as a
result of the show!”
Sophie Fullerlove, Director, The Spring
Arts & Heritage Centre

“It was one of the best, most
inclusive productions I have seen”
Caroline Stone, Staff Member,
Bromley Mencap

From our extensive work with this group we
had found that, with some adaptations, The
Garden could engage with an audience of
learning disabled adults very effectively,
achieving similar outcomes, including
improved wellbeing. Following a successful
pilot tour earlier in the year, the show
undertook a 3-week nationwide tour.

Having a learning disabled performer
provided positive representation, which
made a difference to the audience of
learning disabled adults who were able to
see themselves reflected on stage.

► R eached 257 learning disabled
participants and 100 carers

►W
 orked with 4 new partner
organisations

During our autumn tour we developed
partnerships with Wiltshire Creative,
Kingston Mencap, Bromley Mencap
and One Trust.
ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
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ST40
The National Lottery Heritage Funded ST40 project is a key moment in our 40-year
history of producing bold and powerful theatre, serving as a reminder of what
we have achieved so far and setting the bar for our future. Spare Tyre has been at
the forefront of debate on identity politics around enduringly prescient themes:
Women and Gender; Age and Dementia; and Disability and we are widely
acknowledged for our pioneering approach to participatory theatre.
The ST40 project provides an important
insight into the development of the
participatory arts movement and how
it has developed in response to social
and political changes in the UK, it is a
useful tool for educating current and
future generations of practitioners.
The resources we produced can be
explored by visiting the V&A’s Theatre
& Performance Collection, or online via
the ST40 webpage, where you can listen/
watch/read our 40 oral histories, explore
our interactive timeline, and uncover
a 40-year journey of powerful theatre.
These resources have been widely
acclaimed within the participatory
theatre sector.
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During ST40 we:

► D eposited our fully catalogued

physical archive of company history
to the V&A’s Theatre & Performance
Collection where it can be studied by
visitors.

► C reated and launched a dedicated

ST40 section on our website which
includes an interactive timeline
where users can explore digitised
items from the archive such as
cassette recordings of early Spare
Tyre songs and scanned copies of
original flyers. This timeline also
includes information on the wider
socio-political events that influenced
our work as it evolved over the past
40 years.

“The archive you hold is a valuable
resource in helping us all reflect on
the extraordinary transformation of
Britain since the 1970s, as well as
being a key piece of the jigsaw that is
contemporary theatre history”
François Matarasso

“Spare Tyre has been a key
organisation in the development of
the participatory arts movement
from the 1970s, and one of the few
companies set up at that time that
is still operating […] their story is
an important part of the history of
theatre and arts development in the
UK during this period”
V&A Theatre & Performance Collection

► R ecorded, edited and transcribed 40

interviews (a combination of video
and audio) with Spare Tyre peers
and former colleagues. This enables
future generations to hear first-hand
the experiences, successes and
challenges of their predecessors.

► P roduced an artistic response to

our history in the form of a multidimensional book, a physical item
that takes the viewer on a journey
through our 40-year history and
features original material (duplicates)
also found in the archive. Created by

Associate Artist Alice Theobald, the
book features a replica of the timeline
found on the online ST40 webpage and
can fold out into a concertina shape
allowing multiple people to explore it
simultaneously.

► F acilitated a new creative project,

Moving Portraits, led by artists Josh
Grigg and Jessica Wear, and inspired by
our roots. Results of this workshop series
were shared in an exhibition at the Royal
College of Art (RCA)’s Dyson Gallery and
can also be found in an online gallery
you can find on our website.

► C elebrated the results of ST40 with
an inclusive interactive showcase,
presenting the resources produced
during the project with Spare
Tyre friends, colleagues, project
participants and volunteers.

► T rained staff and volunteers,

improving skills in archiving,
cataloguing, oral history and project
management. 2 of our 10 volunteers
moved into paid employment.
ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
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Taking Part
Our aim to ensure those under-represented in the arts have their voices heard
means facilitating a programme of work for them to take part in. Ensuring longterm partnerships with organisations such as Solace Women’s Aid and Haynes
Dementia Hub allows us to achieve lasting benefits from our outreach work.

Together

The Moving Play

Together is a 3-year partnership
programme led by Jacksons Lane and
supported by Homes for Haringey,
Haringey Public Health, and Bridge
Renewal Trust with funding from City
Bridge Trust. In our second year as
dementia arts specialists we embedded
creative practice into everyday activities
at the Haynes Dementia Hub, artists Lisa
Muten and Georgia Bowers led these
artistic sessions. Connecting health, arts
and local authority, the project aims to
reduce isolation and improve wellbeing
for people aged 60+, people living with
dementias, carers and family members.

We began a new partnership with
Bush Theatre through their Community
Associate Companies scheme. In our
role as Lead Artists we collaborated
with This New Ground, a collective of
learning disabled artists. Over a series
of workshops we built participants’
confidence in drama skills and theatremaking, during this time the group
gradually revealed the subjects they
wanted to explore; hiding, moving,
relationships, love and secrets. Our
Associate Artists Jo Paul and Victor
Rios facilitated the project alongside
our Artistic Director Arti Prashar.
Culminating with an exclusive
presentation entitled The Moving Play,
this showcase revealed the inner-most
thoughts and feelings of the cast. A
behind-the-scenes video about the
project can be found on our website.
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“We feel like somebody’s always
telling us what we can’t do and
not seeing what we can do. And
not seeing that we can have a
relationship”
Labake, This New Ground artist

“I was surprised how safe I feel.
I’ve been coming to Solace for 6
years and this group feels special.
I’m surprised by how connected
we are – each week feels
stronger. Before I felt achy and
tired. Now I feel light and happy”
Solace Women’s Aid participant  

“My heart feels at home. I look
forward to every Friday. I feel
lucky. My self-doubt is zero now!”
Solace Women’s Aid participant  

My Words My Voice My Sound
Continuing our long-standing relationship
with Solace Women’s Aid we embarked
on a new series of workshops with the
aim of building transformative life skills
and empowering women who have
experienced abuse and violence. Lead by
voice artist Emma Parish and supported
by our Associate Artists Yolande

Bramble-Carter and Filipe Sousa, the
group wrote and recorded audio stories
which as a collective they named My
Words My Voice My Sound, these can be
heard and read on our website.

Balancing Act
Our learning disabled artists and artists
aged 60+ took part in a research and
development period as part of a new
project by Complicité, an international
theatre ensemble, called Balancing
Act. After several intense weeks of
experimentation devising and circus
skills the group performed together at
Southbank Centre’s (B)old Festival in
May 2018.

Bed
Associate Director Isaac Ngugi worked
with men aged 70+ in a new project called
Bed. Telling stories of childhood, war, sex,
and dying through the eyes and voices of
men, this audio project will be available to
explore on our website in 2019.
ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
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Producing Artists
We prioritise the personal and professional development of artists and emerging
arts managers throughout our work. We nurture artistic talent, support a diverse
range of artists, encourage artistic risk-taking and develop skills.  

Thinking Space
We believe in the importance of allowing
creative ideas to grow and be tested in
an unpressured environment. Thinking
Space is a safe space offered by Spare
Tyre for our Associate Artists to get
together and think about their newest
creative projects, play with ideas and
test them with the group. In March
2019 we held a residency weekend for
our 12 Associate Artists in Streatham
Space Project. Led by Associate Artist
and Thinking Space Project Manager
Caroline Jeyaratnam-Joyner, this was
an opportunity for the group of multidisciplinary artists to share thoughts and
worries about their work in an informal
and intimate workshop setting.
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There was a flow and progression to the
weekend with discussions on topics such
as practitioner self-care, safeguarding,
resilience and creative approaches. You
can read more about the Thinking Space
residency weekend in Caroline’s blog
featured on our website.

40 years?” A revival of Baring the Weight
was followed by a debut of a new piece
created by Clair in collaboration with
an inter-generational cast of women,
exploring the progress that has and
hasn’t been made in 40 years, entitled
Extreme Makeover Mum.

How Am I Looking Now

We presented the shows as part of
New Diorama Theatre’s Two Night
Inspired by having revisited our roots
Stand programme in a sell-out run in
during our ST40 project (read more on
page 17) the founders of Spare Tyre were March 2019.
invited to re-stage our first ever show.
Theatre Tandarica
Baring the Weight was made in response
to Susie Orbach’s ground-breaking book
Fat is a Feminist Issue, first released
in 1978. In a special evening entitled
How Am I Looking Now, Clair Chapwell,
co-founder of Spare Tyre, asked the
question, “have the pressures placed
upon women increased in the past

In November 2018 Associate Artist
Fauve Alice delivered a 5-day workshop
for Theatre Tandarica in Bucharest,
Romania. Sharing physical theatre
practice with a group of 11 actors,
the director’s residency culminated
in a 25-min showcase.

“Thank you Spare Tyre for this
valuable experience”
Vicky Lee, Associate Artist

“I left feeling so inspired”
Victor Rios, Associate Artist

“It was wonderful… you really
pushed us outside of our comfort
zones”
Lili, workshop participant

ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
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Sharing our Practice
As experts in the field of dementia arts we continued to see an increase in
demand for our dementia practice masterclasses. By sharing our expertise across
sectors we can widen our impact and reach even more people.

Panels/Networks

►O
 ur Artistic Director Arti Prashar

continued as an Associate Research
Fellow at the Centre of Contemporary
Theatre at Birkbeck University.

► A rti was on the after show panel for

Protein Dance’s Border Tales which
addressed challenging prejudice and
working in multicultural Britain.

► A rti was featured as inspirational
speaker for the Bealtaine Mega
Gathering in Dublin a festival
celebrating arts and creativity as
we age.

Presentations

► D elivered masterclasses or mentoring
to organisations including Suffolk
Artlink, Face Front Theatre, Arts
Council England, St George’s NHS
Trust, and Diverse City.

► U pon completion of ST40 resources

(read more on page 17) we presented
at several universities including
Liverpool John Moores University
and the University of Kent, speaking
to Applied Theatre and Drama
students about our work and inviting
them to discover our history.

► H eld an ST40 exhibition at

Goldsmiths University which
included screenings of several oral
histories and a display of selected
archive material.
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► S poke at Museums ShowOff, a

cabaret-style night for people from
the museum or heritage sector, about
the creative methods we had utilised
to document and share our history
during the ST40 project.

Publications

► An interview with Arti is featured

in a programme ‘Dementia and the
Arts’ produced by Created Out of
Mind, supported by Wellcome. The
4-week course is available through
the Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) which can be found on
the FutureLearn platform and has
reached just over 4,000 learners from
all around the world to date.

► Lila Foundation’s online Indian

publication Inter-Actions featured
Arti as their ‘Renaissance Person’
in an issue focusing on Mind and
published an article including an
interview with her and examples
of Spare Tyre’s work in the field of
dementia arts.

► Former Executive Director Lynette

Shanbury wrote a piece on lack of
female leadership in arts for Arts
Professional entitled ‘Championing
women for life’.

► Arti’s Hand Massage exercise was

published in The Baring Foundation’s
Treasury of Arts Activities for older
people.

► A chapter including a discussion

around The Garden has been
published in Performing
Psychologies, co-edited by Nicola
Shaughnessy and Philip Barnard, and
in the latest volume in the Methuen
Performance and Science series.

“The effect [of The Garden] is
beyond relaxing, it is stunning,
and a week later I am still thinking
about it.”
Tom Dening, Professor of Dementia
Research, Institute of Mental Health,
University of Nottingham
ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
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Supporters
During 2018-2019 we gratefully
received financial support from:
Arts Council of England
The Baring Foundation
Catalyst Small Grants – ACE
City Bridge Trust
Garfield Weston Foundation
National Lottery Heritage Fund
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Peter Sowerby Foundation
Redbridge Arts Grants
Tesco Bags of Help
The Goldsmiths Company
Wimbledon Foundation

Financial 2018/2019
Expenditure
£273,752

Premises/
Overheads
7%

Admin
6%

Creating
Inclusive
Theatre
11%

Earned
income
15%
Taking
Part
8%

£
Core
Salaries/HR
55%

Donations
4%
Producing
Artists
(includes
training)
4%

ST40
Heritage
9%

Income
£316,776

£
Grants/
Trusts and
Foundations
28%
Arts Council
of England
53%

Free Reserves £94,481*
* T he Trustees consider the reserves of £94,481 an appropriate level to meet
the organisation’s ongoing needs.
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Staff

Artistic Director/CEO
Arti Prashar
Interim Executive Director  
Louise Coles (joined July 2018)
Executive Director  
Lynette Shanbury (left July 2018)
Associate Director
Isaac Ngugi
General Manager/Company Secretary
Gemma Williams
Marketing and Project Manager
Sarah Dormer
Associate Artists
Fauve Alice
Yolande Bramble-Carter
Nick Cattermole
Maria Da Luz Ghoumrassi
Caroline Jeyaratnam-Joyner
Genetic Moo
Jo Paul
Victor Rios
Rajha Shakiry
SilverSage
Filipe Sousa
Alice Theobald
Nuno Veiga

@spare_tyre
sparetyretheatre
@sparetyretheatre
sparetyre.org
0208 692 4446 ext. 273
Trustees
David Atkinson
Livvy Brinson
Duncan Eastoe
Kathy Everett
Sophia Linehan
Sebastien de Morelos
Jim Mulligan
Michelle Smith
Patrons
The Rt Hon. The Baroness Elizabeth Barker
The Rt Hon. The Baroness Rosalind Grender MBE

@

info@sparetyre.org
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